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PERSONAL PROFILE
• MSc in Biology (Ruhr Univ. Bochum)
– Yeast Cell Biology, Molecular Biology, Genetics, Plant
Physiology, Biochemistry
• PhD in Biophysics (Humboldt-Univ. Berlin)
– Protein Purification (from bovine retinae), Biophysical
Characterization, Enzyme Kinetics
– GPCR biology, G protein activation
• Postdoc at Protein Structure Factory (Berlin)
– Setup of Biophysics division, database design
– Protein sample optimization for crystallization
• Team Leader at Structural Genomics Consortium (SGC) Oxford
– Protein sample optimization for crystallization
– Functional characterization, ligand detection &
characterization
– Molecular Biophysics, now: Chemical Biology

CONTRIBUTIONS

OF

BIOPHYSICS

TO

SG

• Assistance in optimization of protein samples
– Solvent and additive screening
– Detection of stabilizing ligands
• Functional characterization for publication of structures:
– Quaternary structure in solution
– Enzymatic activity, substrate screening
– Characterization of protein-ligand interactions
(KD, IC50, mode of binding/inhibition)
• Chemical Biology
– Structure-Activity Relationships
– Development of ligands into probes

QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
• Routine characterization of properties revealed
common monitors of protein ”quality”:
Identification of vibrational modes
in FT-IR that are common to
(partially) unfolded proteins

Discovery of a ”standard”
enthalpy of unfolding

J. Struct. Biol. 162:451-459 (2008)

QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
• Concentration test combining dynamic light scattering and
precipitation test on step-wise concentrated samples:
– Preventing loss of
samples due to overconcentration
– Better prospect for
successful crystallization

Study on 213 samples (98 human proteins):
Type of distribution:

monodisperse
bimodal
multimodal
J. Struct. Biol. 162:451-459 (2008)

• Charity, i.e. not-forprofit organization
• Aim: to keep basic
information about
protein structures in
the public domain
• Public funding for sites
in Canada, Sweden and
UK
• Additional funding
from pharma
(currently: GSK, Merck,
Novartis)
• Focus on human
proteins and human
disease-causing
Apicomplexa
• Current output at
Oxford site: 5 unique
structures per month

THE SGC

http://www.sgc.ox.ac.uk

LAB CAPACITIES ’READY FOR THE JOB’
• Liquid handling robot, for
volumes < 100 nl
• Automated plate reader with
injectors to start reactions:
fluo, FP, Abs (spectra), Lumi
• RT-PCR machines (4) used
as thermal-scanning
fluorescence readers

LAB CAPACITIES ’READY FOR THE JOB’

• Compound Storage System
• Analytical Ultracentrifuge

• Isothermal Titration Calorimeter
• Dynamic Light Scattering
• Nanodrop Spectrometer
• CD spectrometer

SCIENTIFIC INTERESTS
• Contribute to optimum in productivity and quality
– Sturdy methods applicable to medium-to-high throughput:

Differential Scanning Fluorimetry

– Scripting (e.g. Excel) that enables fast and error-free analysis of
large datasets
– Drive and organize large-scale cooperative operations: epigenetics
compound screening
• Help discover and analyze new functional mechanisms that are
common to a family or group of proteins
– Methods of activation: protein kinase dimerization
– Methods of inhibition: JmjC proteins, ”Tudor” domains, tyrosine
phosphatases
– Determinants of activity: Medium-chain dehydrogenase profiling
• Engage in high-profile single-protein projects involving mechanistic
discoveries
– Analysis of determinants for oligomerisation: dystrophia myotonica
protein kinase, discovery of additional helix in p63/p73 sequences
• Other single-protein projects, advising junior-level scientists in
technique, strategy or interpretations

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING FLUORIMETRY

• Often called thermofluor; generic thermal-scanning method for the
detection of stabilizing conditions, e.g. ligand binding
• SGC has pioneered HTS using the method, in particular with respect to
the analysis (ftp://ftp.sgc.ox.ac.uk/pub/biophysics)

Screening of Casein
kinase 3 identified
inhibitors that promote
crystallization
PNAS 103:15835-15840 (2006)

Nature Protoc. 2(9):2212 (2007)

NOVEL MECHANISM OF PROTEIN KINASE AUTOACTIVATION
• Many kinases auto-activate by inter-protein phosphorylation
• However, for some of them the phosphorylated region does not
resemble a consensus sequence
• The solution: kinase domains form dimers such that the
phosphorylated region rotates and points into the active site of the
other protomer
• Dimers remain after phosphorylation, are dissociated by substrate
peptide: regulation of substrate specificity possible

SLK:
wt dimer
vs. mutant

EMBO J. 27(4):704-714 (2008)

ADDITIONAL HELIX IN SEQUENCES OF p63/p73
FACILITATES DIFFERENTIAL OLIGOMERIZATION
• Ancestral members of the p53 family, with distinct functions:
p63, essential for maintaining epthelial stem cells and
protecting genomic stability; p73, involved in neuronal
development and tumor suppression
• NMR: additional helix is only found in p63 and p73
• Helix decreases dissociation constant for tetramer

Helix-truncated oligomerization
domain (‘OD’ construct, red)
is mainly dimeric (at 50 M)

SLK:
wt dimer
vs. mutant

Submitted: Countadin et al

NOVEL INHIBITOR FOR CARBONYL REDUCTASE 1
• Novel method of organic synthesis called proprionate scanning:
exchange of acetate by proprionate building block in certain step of
synthesis of benzolactones (have vast spectrum of biological activities)
• First such probe, analogue of zearalenone, turned out to be very
ineffective against panel of protein kinases and Hsp90
• However, the Ki for carbonyl reductase 1 (major contributor to quinone
reduction, creates doxrubicinol from drug targeting heart disease) lies
in the nanomolar range

Zearalenone

ZAE analogue
Bioorg. Med. Chem. , in press
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ABOUT THE SGC

The SGC is an international public-private partnership (UK charity number 1097737)
that aims to determine three dimensional structures of medically important human
proteins, including integral membrane proteins, and proteins from human parasites.
All structures, results and related reagents created by the SGC are made freely
available via public databases in a prompt manner without IP constraints.

www.thesgc.org

